2016 was a remarkable year that included our largest service expansion ever (the I-90 Market Expansion Program), the growth of our real-time information signage program, the launch of our first compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling station and buses, and the addition of more Bus on Shoulder service. As you can see, we’ve been very busy implementing several projects that provide better service to our customers, making the agency a more efficient steward of taxpayer dollars, and encouraging additional commuters to make the switch to public transit.

While Pace has been nationally recognized for its performance over many years, we know there is still much work to do to offer northeastern Illinois residents an attractive alternative to the private automobile. In partnership with our local communities, spread across six counties, we look forward to achieving our goals and meeting your expectations. In 2017, we will expand our Call-n-Ride offerings and online reservation options, begin using the Flex Lane on I-90, break ground on the Pulse Milwaukee Line stations, put more CNG buses into service and begin Bus on Shoulder operations on I-94. Project updates will be available online and in future editions of On Board.

Pulse is a rapid transit service that will provide faster trips and better amenities for thousands of customers in a regional network with emphasis on Chicago suburbs. After several public meetings and input from a local advisory group, engineering of the Pulse Milwaukee Line is complete and Pace has gone out to bid for construction of that project.

Modern vehicles with USB charging ports, interior digital video screens, and free Wi-Fi have already been delivered. You may see them on existing routes as we train drivers and show our riders what the future of transit looks like! Stations will include real-time Bus Tracker signs and heated shelters.

Following construction, Pulse will begin service in Chicago and Niles. Pace has also begun planning the Pulse Dempster Line, connecting Evanston and O’Hare Airport. The planning study was completed last year and design work will be completed in 2018. Pending approval of construction funding, it is anticipated that this line will go into service in 2019.

In total, Pace has 24 planned rapid transit lines and 11 planned expressway corridors, comprising a Project of National and Regional Significance (PNRS) that Pace submitted to the United States Department of Transportation in 2015. Pace can seek out federal grants under the PNRS program if Congress makes funding available within that category in the future.

You can stay up to date on the progress of these two Pulse Lines, and the whole program, by signing up for updates at PaceBus.com/Pulse.

SUMMER IS ON ITS WAY!

Tips for staying safe and comfortable while traveling this summer

✓ Always check the weather before you travel.
✓ Use Pace’s Bus Tracker to minimize outdoor wait times, especially when the sun is at its brightest between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
✓ Wear loose-fitting clothing, preferably cotton of a light color.
✓ Bring a cold water bottle for your ride.
✓ Consider an umbrella or a wide-brimmed hat to provide shade while you wait for your bus.
✓ Consider a hand fan to help you cool off.
QUESTION: What happens if I lose my Ventra Card?

ANSWER: If your card was registered, call 1-877-NOW-VENTRA and report the card lost. (Have your card number and four-digit PIN ready). Ventra’s customer service representative will deactivate the card. Any value in your account will be protected. You will receive a new card and be charged a $5 replacement fee. If your card was not registered, any pass or transit value is not recoverable. You can get a new Ventra Card by ordering it online, or going to a Ventra vending machine or Ventra retailer.